In this paper, we describe the experiments conducted by the Information Retrieval Group at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Spain) in order to better recommend movies for the 2010 CAMRa Challenge edition. Experiments were carried out on the dataset corresponding to social Filmtipset track. To obtain the movies recommendations we have used different algorithms based on Random Walks, which are well documented in the literature of collaborative recommendation. We have also included a new proposal in one of the algorithms in order to get better results. The results obtained have been computed by means of the trec_eval standard NIST evaluation procedure.
INTRODUCTION
There is a big growth of systems offering a vast quantity of data by means of social relations. Systems are, day by day, more and more specialized. Nowadays technological advances allow the technology based on social relations to grow continuously. There are numerous information based systems in which users can share different type of information on products and / or services. Users establish rich relations among them based on the new technological paradigms. Up to now recommender systems have been based primarily on implicit relationships between users and items they recommend. Recommender Systems (RS) have exploited this type of relationship to a high degree of sophistication and efficiency, as we can observe in sites like Amazon or Netflix. This successful behavior has led researchers and software developers to consider new forms of social relations between individuals. It is increasingly common to find systems where, for example, friendship relations between people are explicit, as in the case of the datasets used in the CAMRa Challenge [1] . Therefore, the current trend is strengthening in specialization and customization. The objective is to enhance the quality of the recommendations, without undermining the systems effectiveness. The success derived from the widespread use of social networking poses new problems in RS research. In the following, we mention some of the main problems found in these systems:

Scalability issues [2] . Recommendations are inferred (sometimes weekly, or even daily), from huge amounts of data, as part of the system behavior.
 Reliability of the recommendations made by the users [3] . There are malicious users ratings introduced in order to damage the performance of the system itself.
Compromising information. Due to privacy reasons not all systems allow access to explicit relations between groups of people. The existence of datasets like Movielens, Last.fm, Moviepilot or Filmtipset is crucial in order to improve the performance of the recommendation algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents related work on Collaborative Filtering (CF) and social RS. Section 3 describes the experiments performed for the Challenge. Section 4 discusses the results obtained in the experimentation. Finally, section 5 presents some preliminary conclusions and expected future work.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Collaborative Recommendation
There are several areas involved in the process of information modeling in RS. Some of these areas are, for example, the study of the variability in the users ratings [4] , the users coverage of the dataset [5] , information provided by external users or experts [6] , the temporal dimension [7] , [8] , [9] and the use of spatialtemporal information [3] . Frequently there exist limited data to perform the mining process. In these cases, a data pre-processing task is required, transforming data into a set of new attributes, derived from the main features. In the case of RS based on explicit ratings like Collaborative Filtering (CF), the systems typically record reviews that users give to certain items, thus creating a user-item matrix in which each user and each item is associated with a row and a column, respectively. Each cell of this matrix corresponds to the rating of the user-item pair. A common transformation on the data is performed to change the grading scale, e.g. from multiple values (1-5) to a binary scale. This kind Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. of transformations is consequence to the requirements of certain methods, like for example the simple Bayesian model of CF [10] .
A typical circumstance in RS research is the impossibility that a user rates all the items. As a consequence there are many cells of the user-item matrix not defined. Various proposals have been considered for allocation of values [11] , including the use of imputation techniques such as mean imputation, regression, predictive mean adjustment [12] and Bayesian multiple imputation [13] . There exists even a proposal for imputationdriven CF framework [14] .
In the case of implicit CF the information available correspond to records of users activities (e.g. purchase or download a product). In such cases it is necessary to include some data processing which tend to be binary (presence or absence of an activity, although they could be of other types: e.g. to consider the recorded time observing an object in a catalog). In this way, Lee et al. [15] transform temporal information about purchasing items on pseudo-valuations. Celma [16] and Baltrunas & Amatriain [17] use information on how frequent each music track is for each user, in order to create explicit values on which it is possible to use CF algorithms.
Finally, RS including social relations are being under consideration in the last years. In this way, many different technologies based on data mining, machine learning, artificial intelligence, etc. converges in this context to better explore the outstanding relations among the systems' users. Up to date, several studies focus in the importance of dataset collection. In this sense, an initiative like the one carried out within the CAMRa Workshop [1] , should be congratulated. Commonly, algorithms dealing with social relations try to explore the neighborhoods of an active user. Different techniques have been used for helping the development of recommendation systems. For example, Shepitsen [18] employ a personalization algorithm for recommendation in folksonomies which relies on hierarchical tag clusters. Other works focuses in random walk techniques, being used in many different areas and successfully brought to social recommendation as [19] . Current questions like the data sparsity or the poor prediction accuracy problems are treated by means of a factor analysis approach based on probabilistic matrix factorization, employing both users' social network information and rating records [20] . These examples, among others, emphasize the importance of research in systems dealing with social information.
Random Walks
A Markov chain is a stochastic process that links states in a graph with certain probabilities, having the property that the next state depends only on the current state, but no others. The trajectory described in a graph is called a random walk, commonly RW, represented by means of the probability of going from one node to another. The matrix representing the probabilities of going from one state to another is called transition probability matrix. The idea behind a RW applied to social graphs is that those users who have seen the same movies probably have similar taste and will be connected by, comparatively, a large number of short paths than in other case. In cases of users with different taste, the number of paths will be fewer and these paths will be longer. Here short and large are concepts related with the weight assigned to the edges connecting users in the adjacency matrix of the graph representing the process being described.
Once the transition probability matrix P has been defined, it is possible to compute the recommendations by means of different schemes:
i.
Random Walk (RW)
ii.
Random Walk with Restart (RWR)
All the models are based in the idea of a graph representing nodes with users and movies, interconnected by means of weighted edges. A random walk executed over the graph assumes that, starting from a node, in time t, the random walk links nodes in terms of the transition probability matrix, P.
To compute a RW it is necessary to define the adjacency matrix of the graph. Once the symmetric adjacency matrix G is defined, we can compute the transition probability matrix P, which is a squared matrix, where each element represents the probability of going from node to the adjacent node as defined by equation (1): (1) In this equation the values of each edge in the graph are represented by means of the (see 3.2.2) terms. We define the state transition probability matrix associated to the RW as in (2): (2) Where represents the probability of being at state i at time t.
represents the state probability distribution matrix at time t of the RW. The RW evolves characterized by the expressions in (3). (3) being set as the identity matrix.
In the case of RWR, is quite similar but introduces a slight different way depending on how the transition probabilities are computed. In this case, the expression to get this probability is computed as in (4): (4) Starting from the node i; a represents the probability to restart at the same state i. q is a vector with zeros in all their coordinates except in the i-th position. As higher a is, as much probability to restart at the starting node. In [19] it is shown that the performance of the recommendation system using the RWR method is improved, when using the extra knowledge provided by the users' social activity.
EXPERIMENTS
Filmtipset is the Sweden's largest social movie recommendation community, with more than 80.000 users. It contains many social relationships that could be used to discover important information for making predictions of users' tastes. There are quite different user characteristics and relations registered. Thus, for example, genre, people in movie, film lists, film collections, etc. Using different features registered on the social network in conjunction with the implicit or explicit records of users' activities allows, by using data mining techniques, to extract new information that may be useful in the process of recommendation. Thus, for example, in the one hand we have explicit friendship relations between users as the ones described in the file friends.tsv. On the other hand, the dataset also contains implicit relations as the ones being extracted from the frequencies in which a user see a film of a specific genre or make reviews of a specific person (actor, director or writer) in different movies. This implicit information must be extracted from the tables being part of the dataset by means of conventional database operations.
Once we have the data properly pre-processed, different algorithms can be applied to obtain the recommendations. Among the most frequently applied techniques, can be highlighted those based on the detection of nearest neighbors and those based on matrix factorization, whose popularity comes from the good results in terms of accuracy they have shown [21] . In the case of social recommendation for the social track, we have chosen an algorithm based on random walks [19] , which is described in the next section.
For our experiments we have chosen the method of random walk and a variation, random walk with restart, so as to implement a recommender based on social information. We also introduced a new proposal of the method based on the personalization of the calculation of the transition probabilities in case of the restarting method, as we will explain later in section 3.3. In every case, we conducted various tests with the different implementations of the algorithm. We have got higher performance without restarts than in variants with it, as we will show later in section 4.
In the following section we describe the way in which the information needed for the definition of the adjacency matrix, consisting of several existing features in the dataset, is defined. Figure 1 shows the entity/relationship model of the Filmtipset dataset. The tables distinguished by (*) are the ones provided with the dataset. Additionally, we have included the following tables FavoritesStatus, ReviewRatingType, RatingType, Movies, PeopleRoles, Peoples, Lists and Genres, to generate a database with referential integrity to optimize queries for the computations done.
Filmtipset dataset
It should be stressed that, to create the Movies table, it was taken into account existing relationships with all those tables of the Filmtipset dataset containing movies, as shown in Figure 1 . That is, this includes all tables except Friends, Users and PersonComments. We proceed in the same way to create the Peoples, Genres and Lists tables.
In connection with the new tables included in the database, there have been defined the following values, as shown in Figure 1 :
In set-terms, a movie of the Filmtipset dataset is located on the Movies table (M), and it is denoted . Similarly we can express that a user of the Filmtipset dataset, is in the Users table (U), and it is denoted .
We have focused our interest on analyzing the tables Favorites (F), ReviewRating (R) and RatingsTest (T), chosen from among those that relate users and movies. Thus for every film we can establish the following average scores in each of them:
 The average favorite score of a movie is computed adding all the 1's of that movie in the Favorites table over the total of scores of such movie. Namely: (5) being the set of users who scored the movie in the Favorites  table, and is the score of the user given to the movie.
 The average review score of a movie is computed adding all the scores of that movie in the ReviewRatings table over the total of scores of such movie. Namely: (6) being the set of users who scored the movie in the ReviewRatings table, and is the score of the user given to the movie.
 The average training score of a movie is computed adding all the scores of that movie in the RaitingsTrain table over the total of scores of such movie. Namely:
being the set of users who scored the movie in the RatingsTrain table, and is the score of the user given to the movie.
User Symmetric Adjacency Matrix

Previous definitions
In order to implement the random walk method is necessary to define an adjacency matrix G, symmetric, for each user , as shown in Figure 2 . It is important to emphasize this fact, that this matrix is defined for each user . Being defined this matrix, and by means of the random walk method, it is determined the list of recommended movies for that user , in descending order from the scores of the row in the sub-array AS.
In this sub-section we are going to define some concepts, criteria and sets to implement the adjacency symmetric matrix G.
We define A as the set being formed by the user and his/her friends list, as defined in Friends table. For its part, the set S of selected movies represents those movies that the user have not seen.
These movies are selected according to criteria described below.  Review criteria: order all possible movies by average review score .  Training criteria: order all possible movies by average training score .  User's friends criteria: order all the films that have been seen by the user's friends through the sums of scores .  User's similar films criteria: order all the similar films that have been seen by the user through the sums of scores .  User's movie genre criteria: the user genre is the percentage of films seen on the total recorded movies with that genre. From the user's genre list, the movies of the first genre are sorted by the sum , then continues with the second genre, and so on.  User comments to films criteria: all chosen films are those whose actors, directors or writers have been commented by the user (i.e., through the union of the tables: PersonComments, People and PeopleInMovies). This selection is ordered, as in previous cases, as the sum .
For each sorting criteria the selected movies are sorted in reverse order (according to the measure used in each one). The movies that the user has seen are deleted, considering the top N from the remaining ones. Once the set of movies to recommend is defined, the next step consists in scoring. N points are awarded to the first, N-1 to the second and so on. Once all the criteria have been applied to each movie in the set of movies to recommend, grades are added together and are sorted from highest to lowest score by taking the top N as the set S. In our case we have considered N = 1000, as standard value used by trec_eval for the computation of standard measures.
Definition of the graph matrix G
To construct the sub-matrix AA of Figure 2 , we get , if is a friend of . In this case, the corresponding element of submatrix is defined . Otherwise, . The elements in the diagonal are defined , considering that a user can not be friend with him/herself. Note that the matrix constructed in this way is symmetric. Moreover, by definition of the set A, .
Similarly, the SS sub-matrix is constructed, where a movie is similar to another if related through the Similar table.
Finally, to construct the AS sub-matrix, for each user , a set is defined, where represent the movies seen by the user. We define the element of the AS sub-matrix by means of the following function: (8) being and . A total of twenty four combinations are potentially implementable.
For its part, the functions and are defined by means of the equations (9) and (10) as follows: (9) and (10) Putting AA, AS and her transposed one, and SS altogether, we finally get the adjacency symmetric matrix of the social graph G shown in Figure 2 .
In section 4 the results of the application of different recommendation algorithms are presented. In Table 1 , the parameters used for each method are set. For example, when specifying R-1-0-1, represents the expression (11) Having into account the equations (9) and (10) jointly with (5), (6) and (7) we get that (9) becomes and (10)
Personalized RWR
Apart from these two algorithms, which are the basic ones as we can find in [19] and [22] , we propose a modification in how the vector q is computed. In this case, which we call Personalized Random Walk with Restart (PRWR), each component of q in the expression (4) (11), and under the hypothesis that D' of the D users have seen the movie, the resulting vector would be That is, we are introducing the probability to restart at state x as a weight for each user u i (the same for all of them) taking into account their relative importance in the users set. The assigned value equals the restart probability to all the users who have seen the movie, not only for the one being evaluated.
We have to note that the results obtained after the execution of Random Walks, whatever the model, produce multiple ties in the values given by the recommender. This problem has a bearing on the results of precision, because they are dependent on the position occupied by the recommended items. To avoid this problem, we have ordered those films with the score tied making requests to the dataset. These requests compute the sum of the averaged scores of favorites, reviews and ratings between the n films tied. Finally, they are ranked using the average value.
We also tried to improve the results by redefining the values of the adjacency matrix, in order to avoid the tied recommended scores drawback. In this sense, we define a function which computes the value of for the AA sub-matrix as in (12): (12) Results derived from this new definition were similar to the previous ones, considering 0/1 values. This could be because of the strong effect that the other sub-matrices, user-movies and movies-movies, have over the friendship relations.
In addition, we also want to report about the scores computed as ratings for the recommended movies. In our case we are not interested in rating prediction. Otherwise, we are interested in outperforming as much as possible the baseline precision. This is done by means of an utility function computing the best value, in terms of probabilities, of the transition probability matrix associated to the Random Walk.
As baselines, we have considered the work done by Liu and Lee [23] , in which they compare correlation-based algorithms against social-based, where friends are used instead of nearest neighbors. Similarly, we have implemented three recommenders: the first one is a simple kNN algorithm, using Pearson correlation, the second one uses all friends as neighbors, and the last one is a combination of both, where the friends are always used and complemented with neighbors until we reach k nearest neighbors. We have to note that the best results have been found for k=15, and, because of that, we compare our algorithms against these results.
RESULTS
The results obtained from the experiments carried out showed us the difficulty in achieving improvements in the performance measures considered. In particular, we focused on the following measures: MAP, P@5, P@10, AUC (all suggested by the organizers), and NDGC.
We have included NDGC mainly because, in terms of Information Retrieval, if we consider users as queries, recommended items as documents resulting from the query, and the predicted ratings as approximations to the scores given by the search engine, we can compute the cumulative gain (CG) at position p of a particular ranking. Each user (i.e., a query) has a discounted CG. If we normalize it using the information of the whole set of users we compute the NDGC measure, which allows fair comparisons between different algorithms. Besides that, it helped us to decide which algorithm and which parameter combination (among all the combinations tried) performed better in case of equal performances using other measures.
To compute the measures listed above we used trec_eval 1 , a public program to evaluate TREC results using the standard NIST evaluation procedures. We use AUCCalculator utility [24] to calculate AUC.
In Table 1 we present a sample summary of some of the results obtained by the experiments, of the twenty four possible without considering the restarting probabilities, with the best performance in each case. It is worth to note that parameters column is given by the sequence rr-l-α-β-γ, where the restart rate is given by rr (only suitable for the algorithms with restarting capabilities, namely RWR and PRWR) and l-α-β-γ are the parameters for the equation (8) . We underlined the parameters of the best results for each model. The best result of the whole is in bold.
The first obvious conclusion observed is that, results obtained with the RW method outperforms the ones obtained with the RWR models. In these cases, the values 0.3 and 0.5 represent the restarting probability in the RWR methods.
Secondly, all the models performed better making use of the ReviewRatings table feature of the dataset (that is, the R parameter). We conducted several trials with different parameters chosen, but always the cases with R gave better results than with other parameter selections. This fact is quite remarkable and unexpected, giving the idea that the information related with the reviews given by the users of the system produces better recommendations than the friendship or the ratings features. In Figure 3 it is shown the summary of MAP, P@5 and P@10 using RW, RWR and PRWR methods. Whatever the method used, the best results happen in cases where all three tables of 1 http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/ information, namely Favorites, RatingsTrain and ReviewRatings, are used for the recommendation. As can be seen the RW method performance is quite constant except for those cases with R-0-0-0 and T-0-0-0 parameters which presents local minimum. In this case the F parameter performs better than the R or the T ones. However, in the RWR and PRWR methods, the behavior are notably improved when the R-1-1-1 parameter is used, presenting local maxima in those cases. In Figure 4 , curves at different precisions are shown, all of them using the R and with 1-1-1 parameters and varying, where possible, the restarting probability. It is remarkable the behavior of the PRWR model, which increase his precision from 0.0428 up to 0.681 (at P@50), whatever the restarting probability. This fact makes ourselves thought if this behavior could be transferred to lower precision values. The other restarting method, RWR, have a constant behavior. Meanwhile RW decrease their slope monotonically. At P@50, RW, RWR and PRWR are comparable. The three methods give us the idea of convergence at high precision values. It is worth interesting to note that the PRWR method has an increasing behavior.
Finally, as we can see, every model also performs better for the values of the adjacency matrix computed when including all the features (that is, the 1-1-1 parameter, which means combined features). Surprisingly, the results derived from the models including restarting capabilities perform worse than the ones without restarts. This effect is probably due to the way we compute the values of the adjacency matrix. The RW model is quite simple, avoiding complex data pre-processing. As we pointed above, we tried to improve the results using eq. (12) to redefine the values of for the AA sub-matrix. As could be seen, some of them (MAP and NDGC) are in the range of the best ones for each model, but none of them outperforms the previous results. In the case of AUC, the best values come from the RW method and are over the range of the baseline ones. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we faced CAMRa challenge using random walks as Konstas described in [19] . We have tried to adapt some of the main ideas of the model to the particular dataset delivered for the competition. The dataset is extremely rich in training data and in many types of implicit or explicit relationships, which we have not been able to exploit to the extent that we would have liked due to the lack of time. In our case we tried a slightly different method to compute the values of the adjacency matrix of the social graph, including information from different fonts (friendship relations, reviews, ratings, etc.). We also try another improved method, which we called personalized. Our proposal modifies the weighting scheme for the computation of transition probabilities, introducing the information of user's friends who have also seen the movies considered for the recommendation of new ones.
The greatest difficulty we have encountered stems from the need to improve outcomes in the dark, in the absence of previous values of the requested measures. We used as a baseline different types of recommenders described in the literature, which do not provide better results than those we obtained with our social recommender based in RW. There are many improvements that can be implemented. For example those including hybrid algorithms using the ones with better overall performance.
Future work requires further tests. On the one hand we want to maintain the current approach using larger adjacency matrices incorporating new features like, for example, lists of films, movie genres or people involved in movies. On the other hand we think that the use of hybrid algorithms, as mentioned above, may provide better results. In this sense we are considering to include temporal aspects. We also consider including changes in the way in which recommendation values are computed, using the techniques described by Fouss in [22] on the Laplacian matrix L+, in order to improve average computing times.
